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Assignment 10.1: Lucy and Holly’s 2-bit machine
Let us apply the Unwinding Theorem to the concrete example of Holly and Lucy’s 2-bit ma-
chine from the lecture slides (see Module 10, slides 8,12-13). We reproduce the definition
here for convenience. First, we define the following sets:

• states S = Bool ×Bool,

• actions A = U × C with users U = {Holly, Lucy} and commands C = {flip, skip},

• outputs O = Bool ×Bool ∪ Bool.

The steps and outputs of the original machine M are defined as follows:

step((h, l), (u, flip)) = (h, l) output((h, l), (Holly, c)) = (h, l)

step((h, l), (u, skip)) = (h, l) output((h, l), (Lucy, c)) = l

The modified machine M ′ is the same except that (Holly, flip) complements only the h bit:

step((h, l), (Holly, flip)) = (h, l)

We have two security domains D = {H, L} and dom maps Holly’s actions to H and Lucy’s
actions to L. The security policy is defined by = {(L, H), (L, L), (H, H)}, i.e., all flows
are allowed except for those from H to L.

(a) Use the unwinding theorem to prove that the modified machine M ′ is secure for .
Hint: First, define the view-partitioning relations u∼, making sure that they are equiva-
lence relations, and then check that they satisfy the conditions of the unwinding theorem.

(b) Keeping the same definition of u∼ as in (a), determine which condition of the Unwinding
Theorem fails to hold for the original machine M . Is this failure sufficient to conclude
that M is insecure for ?

Assignment 10.2: Unwinding theorem
Complete the proof of the Unwinding Theorem for basic non-interference, which is stated
together with a proof sketch on slide 17 of Module 10.
Hint: This is not difficult.
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